including! multiple! rate! classes,! a! continuous! gamma! distribution! over! rates,! and! a! proportion!of!invariant!sites! (Uzzell!and!Corbin!1971; !Tamura!and!Nei!1993; !Yang! 1993; ! Gu! et! al.! 1995) .! More! pertinent! to! the! evolutionary! model! introduced! here,! other! models! that! account! for! protein! structure! by! deriving! separate! substitution! matrices!for!different!local!structural!environments,!defined!by!e.g.!discrete!solvent! accessibility! or! secondary! structure! classes,! have! also! been! studied! and! found! to! improve!upon!models!neglecting!structural!properties! !Goldman!et!al.!1998) .!However,!all!of!these!evolutionary!models!retain! the!siteTindependence!assumption!and!therefore!ignore!potentially!significant!siteT site!correlations.! Relation"to"previous"work" The! only! previously! reported! probabilistic! models! of! protein! evolution! incorporating!siteTsite!dependence!are!the!codon!substitution!model!of! (Robinson!et! al.! 2003) ! and! the! subsequent! variant! of! this! model! for! amino! acid! substitutions! described!in! (Rodrigue!et!al.!2005) .!We!refer!to!the!latter!as!the!RO!model.!The!rate! matrices! in! these! models! were! defined! through! augmenting! a! traditional! independent! site! substitution! rate! matrix! by! multiplying! offTdiagonal! matrix! elements! by! a! BoltzmannTtype! factor,! exp p E S i
) ( ) ,! in! which! E(Si)! and! E(Sf)!are!the!empirical!potentials!for!initial!and!final!amino!acid!sequence!Si!and!Sf,! respectively,! and! p! is! a! parameter.! This! functional! form! incorporates! the! effect! of! protein! structure! and! stability! by! insuring! higher! rates! for! substitutions! that! are! expected! to! improve! protein! stability,! as! reflected! by! a! reduced! empirical! energy! E(S).! More! specifically,! the! model! of! (Robinson! et! al.! 2003 )! included! two! different! empirical! potentials,! one! depending! on! solvent! accessibility! and! the! other! depending!on!site!pairs,!along!with!two!corresponding!parameters.!In!contrast,!the! RO! model! used! a! single! empirical! potential! depending! only! on! site! pairs.! Both! of! these! models! were! formulated! within! a! Bayesian! probability! framework,! in! which! posterior!parameter!distributions!were!estimated!based!on!prior!distributions.! ! As!we!show!below,!the!FG!model!has!a!similar!mathematical!form!to!that!of!the!RO! model,! however! with! different! interpretations! of! the! model! parameters! and! a! different!normalization!scheme.!One!advantage!of!the!FG!model!is!that!it!is!based!on! a!general!probabilistic!principle,!namely!conditional!independence!of!sites!that!are! widely!separated!in!the!threeTdimensional!protein!structure!given!the!amino!acids! at! neighboring! sites.! This! enables! the! model! to! be! formulated! using! factor! graphs,! which!provide!a!systematic!approximation!of!this!general!correlation!structure!for! substitution! probabilities.! In! contrast,! the! two! previous! models! assumed! a! particular! functional! dependence! of! the! rates! on! the! sequenceTstructure! compatibility! quantified! by! the! empirical! potential,! namely! the! BoltzmannTtype! factor.! Although! this! dependence! is! qualitatively! plausible,! there! is! no! theoretical! support!for!this!particular!form!for!the!dependence!of!the!substitution!rates!on!the! protein! structure.! More! importantly,! the! FG! model! allows! a! more! flexible! parameterization! because! all! parameters! are! structureTdependent! and! fit! to! homologous! sequence! data! while! the! other! models! contain! only! one! or! two! structureTdependent!parameters!fit!to!this!type!of!data.!Another!advantage!of!the!FG! model! is! that! likelihood! calculations! can! be! performed! using! fast! approximate! inference! algorithms,! which! are! introduced! below.! On! the! other! hand,! likelihood! calculations!in!the!previous!models!were!performed!by!summing!over!substitution! histories! using! a! Markov! Chain! Monte! Carlo! (MCMC)! sampling! procedure.! One! advantage!of!the!previous!models!is!their!use!of!Bayesian!prior!distributions!for!the! explicit! model! parameters,! while! the! FG! model! uses! maximum! likelihood! point! estimates! of! model! parameters.! Although! the! FG! model! could! also! potentially! be! formulated!within!a!Bayesian!framework,!this!would!require!computationally!costly! summation!over!prior!parameter!distributions.! Biophysical"constraints"on"protein"evolution"and"site;interdependence" NonTsynonymous! mutations! in! protein! coding! regions! of! DNA! directly! affect! the! protein!product!by!changing!its!amino!acid!sequence.!Observations!from!a!number! of!studies!suggest!that!protein!evolution!is!profoundly!influenced!by!the!biophysical! effects! of! such! nonTsynonymous! mutations.! These! effects! can! include! changes! in! a! protein's! biochemical! function,! stability,! and! aggregation! propensity.! Mutations! at! almost! all! sites! in! a! protein! affect! its! stability! and! aggregation! (Alber! 1989; ! Matthews!1995; !Goldberg!2003) .!Experimental!evidence!to!date!shows!that!proteins! are! only! marginally! stable! with! thermodynamic! stability! (ΔG)! values! in! the! range! between!T3!and!T10!kcal/mol! (Pace!1975; !Plaxco!et!al.!2000) ,!which!is!comparable!to! the!energy!of!a!single!hydrogen!bond! (Creighton!1992) .!The!former!lower!limit!on! stability!is!easy!to!understand!since!low!stability!leads!to!a!large!fraction!of!unfolded! nonTfunctional! proteins! that! are! either! rapidly! degraded! or! lead! to! harmful! aggregates.!The!latter!upper!limit!on!stability!is!less!well!understood!and!has!been! explained! as! a! loss! of! activity! due! to! increased! rigidity! that! prevents! functional! protein! motions! (Somero! 1995; ! DePristo! et! al.! 2005) ! or! as! a! consequence! of! a! mutation/selection/drift! steady! state! based! on! population! genetics! models! (Wylie! and! Shakhnovich! 2011) .! Furthermore,! differences! in! ΔG! between! the! mutant! and! wild!type!forms!of!the!protein,!or!ΔΔG,!for!single!residue!mutants!are!mostly!within! the! range! of! 0.5! -! 5! kcal/mol! (Alber! 1989; ! Pakula! and! Sauer! 1989; ! Shortle! 1989; ! Milla! et! al.! 1994; ! Matthews! 1995) .! The! similar! magnitudes! of! ΔG! and! ΔΔG! suggest! that! most! single! residue! mutations! significantly! affect! protein! stability.! This! is! supported!by!experimental!studies!showing!that!most!single!residue!mutations!lead! to!reduced!protein!stability! (Pakula!et!al.!1986; !Schultz!and!Richards!1986; !Milla!et! al.! 1994) .! Importantly,! recent! experimental! evidence! suggests! that! misfolded! proteins!impose!an!evolutionary!fitness!cost!regardless!of!the!protein's!function!in! the!cell! (GeilerTSamerotte!et!al.!2010) .! ! Likewise,!sequence!analyses!also!support!the!significance!of!physical!constraints!on! protein! evolution.! First,! the! predominantly! low! ratio! of! nonTsynonymous! to! synonymous!evolutionary!rates,!i.e.!dN/dS!<!1,!in!proteinTcoding!regions!of!genes!is! evidence! of! purifying! selection! (Li! 1997) .! Second,! there! are! generally! statistically! significant!numbers!of!correlated!mutations!between!interacting!residues!in!protein! structures! (Choi! et! al.! 2005) .! The! observation! that! these! mutations! are! significant! for!residues!directly!interacting!through!side!chain!interactions!but!not!those!with! side! chainTbackbone! interactions,! which! are! mostly! independent! of! the! identity! of! one! residue,! suggests! that! local! correlations! are! predominantly! due! to! direct! physical! interactions! (Choi! et! al.! 2005) .! Also,! global! analyses! of! correlated! residue! substitutions! have! found! that! a! statistically! significant! fraction! of! correlated! sites! separated! in! the! primary! sequence! are! within! interaction! distance! in! the! protein! structure! (Gobel! et! al.! 1994; ! Shindyalov! et! al.! 1994; ! Olmea! and! Valencia! 1997; ! Larson! et! al.! 2000; ! Singer! et! al.! 2002; ! Gloor! et! al.! 2005 (1)! in! which! each! nonTnegative! factor! function! φj! depends! only! on! a! subset! Sj! of! the! random!variables!X1,X2,…,XN.!The!overall!multiplicative!factor!of!1/Z!insures!proper! normalization.!A!factor!graph!model!can!be!described!by!a!bipartite!graph!in!which! random!variables!and!factor!functions!are!represented!by!two!classes!of!nodes!with! edges!connecting!a!node!for!factor!function!φj!with!a!node!for!random!variable!Xi!if! and!only!if!φj!depends!on!Xi.!The!factorization!of!the!joint!PDF!in!Equation!1!implies! specific!conditional!independence!conditions!that!can!be!directly!read!off!from!the! corresponding! factor! graph.! In! the! context! of! our! residue! substitution! model,! this! conditional! independence! arises! from! the! assumption! that! only! amino! acid! substitutions!at!neighboring!sites!in!the!threeTdimensional!structures!are!correlated! at!short!evolutionary!distances.! Approximate"inference"algorithms" Given! a! factor! graph,! a! common! task! is! to! calculate! a! marginal! distribution,! which! corresponds! to! a! likelihood! for! the! FG! evolutionary! models! described! here.! Exact! calculation! of! the! marginal! probabilities! by,! e.g.! the! Junction! Tree! algorithm! (Lauritzen! 1988) ,! is! computationally! infeasible! for! the! size! of! factor! graph! models! encountered! in! this! study.! Instead,! we! employed! Belief! Propagation! (Yedidia! et! al.! 2003) ,!a!soTcalled!message!passing!algorithm!in!which!intermediate!variables,!called! messages,! are! iteratively! passed! along! the! graph! edges.! It! generalizes! many!
independently! developed! special! purpose! algorithms! including! the! forwardT backward! algorithm! (Rabiner! 1990) ,! Kalman! filtering! (Kalman! 1960; ! Kalman! and! Bucy! 1961) ,! and! Felsenstein's! pruning! algorithm! (Felsenstein! 1981) .! The! Belief! Propagation!algorithm!is!exact!for!trees!but!yields!an!approximate!result!for!other! graphs.! Although! the! exact! convergence! conditions! are! only! known! for! special! classes! of! graphs! (Weiss! 2000; ! Mooij! and! Kappen! 2007) ,! it! is! guaranteed! to! converge! to! at! least! a! local! maximum! of! the! posterior! probability! (Weiss! 2000) .! Belief! Propagation! has! been! successfully! used! for! diverse! applications! including! error! correction! coding! for! communications! (McElice! et! al.! 1998 )! and! image! processing!(Sun!et!al.!2003 !Felzenszwalb!and!Huttenlocher!2006) .!Furthermore,!we! previously!found!that!the!algorithm!rapidly!converged!and!yielded!accurate!results! for! protein! design! problems! (Bordner! 2010) .! In! this! work,! we! also! used! another! approximate! inference! algorithm,! Tree! Expectation! Propagation! (Minka! and! Qi! 2004) ,! for! nonTtrivial! phylogenetic! trees! containing! more! than! two! taxa! because! it! converged!faster!for!the!resulting!larger!factor!graph!inference!problems.! New"Approaches"
General"formulation"of"factor"graph"models"of"protein"evolution" We! first! describe! the! general! formulation! of! evolutionary! models! based! on! factor! graphs!and!then!give!details!in!the!next!section!for!the!pairwise!FG!model!studied!in! the! remainder! of! this! paper.! The! basic! idea! of! these! models! is! to! express! the! joint! probability! of! two! amino! acid! sequences! at! short! evolutionary! distances,! at! which! the! probability! of! multiple! substitutions! is! small,! by! a! factor! graph.! This! choice! is! motivated! by! evidence! both! from! studies! described! in! the! Introduction! as! well! as! the! statistical! analysis! results! described! below,! which! show! that! substitution! probabilities!at!a!particular!site!are!influenced!by!amino!acids!at!nearby!sites!in!the! protein! structure.! These! interactions! are! presumably! mediated! by! direct! physical! interactions! between! amino! acids! at! these! proximal! sites.! This! interdependence! is! encoded!in!the!factor!graph!by!only!including!factors!that!depend!on!amino!acids!at! neighboring! sites,! i.e.! excluding! factors! that! depend! on! sites! that! are! widely! separated!in!the!threeTdimensional!protein!structure.!A!fundamental!assumption!of! these! models! is! that! the! protein! backbone! structure,! or! fold,! is! conserved! for! all! proteins! in! the! family.! This! assumption! is! supported! by! an! analysis! of! highT resolution!protein!structures!with!similar!amino!acid!sequences! (Chothia!and!Lesk! 1986; ! Flores! et! al.! 1993) ,! although! proteins! in! some! families! adopt! multiple! structures! associated! with! distinct! functional! states! (Kosloff! and! Kolodny! 2008) .! The!assumption!of!a!conserved!fold!insures!that!the!set!of!interacting!sites!remains! constant! for! a! given! protein! family.! The! conditional! independence! properties! of! factor! graphs! imply! that,! at! short! evolutionary! distances,! the! conditional! substitution!probability!at!a!site!is!independent!of!which!amino!acids!are!present!at! distant! sites! in! the! protein! structure! given! the! amino! acids! at! neighboring! sites.! Generally! speaking,! it! enforces! locality! of! the! siteTsite! dependencies,! resulting! in! a! computationally!tractable!model.!Likelihoods!over!longer!evolutionary!distances!are! calculated! by! combining! multiple! copies! of! the! short! evolutionary! distance! factor! graph,! such! that! the! total! evolutionary! distance! is! the! sum! of! distances! corresponding!to!the!shortTdistance!factor!graphs,!to!form!a!larger!composite!factor! graph.! Once! the! complete! factor! graph! for! a! particular! set! of! sequences! and! phylogenetic!tree!is!defined,!then!its!likelihood!can!be!calculated!using!approximate! inference!algorithms,!such!as!the!Belief!Propagation!algorithm!described!above,!to! sum! over! all! 
! subject!to!the!following!constraints!for!all!amino!acids!si!and!sj!and!residue!property! values!a: 
interactions!between!amino!acids!at!neighboring!sites!i!and!j!for!the!initial!and!final! sequences,! respectively. 
corresponding! to! evolution! over! distance!Δt! at! each! site! have! a! linear! dependence! on!Δt,!namely!they!are!D1+5ΔtD2,!as!is!expected!from!a!short!distance!approximation! in!which!O(Δt 2 )!terms!are!negligible.!On!the!other!hand,!the!site!pair!factors,!C,!were! chosen! to! be! independent! of! evolutionary! distance.! We! also! tried! fitting! linearly! dependent!factors!but!found!that!they!were!approximately!independent!of!Δt!(data! not!shown)!and!therefore!adopted!the!simpler!choice!of!constant!factors.!! ! We! next! derive! the! corresponding! factor! graph! model! describing! the! stationary! probability! p(S)! from! the! shortTdistance! model! by! calculating! the! probability! for! a! sequence!S!to!remain!unchanged!!in!the!limit,
The! factor! graph! corresponding! to! p(S)! is! shown! in! Figure! 1(a) .! Using! this! expression,!the!conditional!probability!then!becomes! (Jones! et! al.! 1992) .! Furthermore,! E(S)! is! an! empirical!potential,!for!which!the!one!described!in! (Bastolla!et!al.!2001) !was!used,! and! p! is! a! free! parameter.! We! begin! by! noting! that! the! requirement! that! the! rate! matrix! vanishes! for! amino! acid! sequences! that! differ! at! more! than! one! site! simultaneously! is! the! usual! assumption! of! a! Poisson! process! for! residue! substitutions.! The! FG! model! in! this! paper! was! explicitly! defined! to! satisfy! this! constraint! by! assuming! that! the! shortTtime! factors! are! linear! in! the! evolutionary! distance! Δt.! Furthermore,! the! probability! of! n>1! substitutions! occurring! in! the! FG! model! within! evolutionary! distance! Δt! goes! as! O(Δt n )! and! thus! is! arbitrarily! small! relative!to!the!probability!of!a!single!substitution!in!the!limit!of!Δt!→!0.!Finally,!the! R S 1 ,S 2 = 0 if S 1 ( ) and S 2 ( ) differ at more than one position
Next,!we!examine!the!offTdiagonal!rate!matrix!elements!corresponding!to!sequences! differing!by!one!residue!substitution.!Although!the!potential!of! (Bastolla!et!al.!2001) ! contains! only! site! pair! terms,! we! consider! the! more! general! case! of! empirical! potentials!that!also!include!single!site!terms,!or! 
